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ABSTRACT
Blood pressure (BP) is an important indicator of human health. Common
methods for measuring BP continuously are either invasive, intermittent or they
require using a cumbersome cuff. Pulse Transmit Time (PTT) -based
measurement can be an alternative for such methods, as it ensures continue and
non-invasive monitoring. However, since the method is indirect, it requires
careful modelling of PTT-BP relation. In this thesis, three approaches of BP
estimation from PTT are tested: linear regression, nonlinear Moens and
Korteweg model and nonlinear model developed by Gesche. In the experiments,
cardiovascular pulses for PTT were sensed using two fiber optics based
accelerometers developed at the University of Oulu.
To evaluate feasibility of presented models, the results were compared with
reference BP values, measured using methods accepted for the commercial use.
There were two groups of data. One was compared with BP measured using
invasive catheter. Second group was compared with BP measured using volume
clamp method. Obtained results suggest, that the presented calculation methods
in present state still require further development in order to provide accurate
BP values, however, they can be potentially used for observation of BP changes.
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ABBREVIATIONS
ACM optomechanical accelerometer sensor
ACM1 ACM sensor placed on the chest
ACM2 ACM sensor placed on the neck
AP arterial pressure
BP blood pressure
BPG BP estimated using PTT and non-linear model presented by Gesche
BPI invasively measured SBP
BPLIN BP estimated using PTT and linear regression model
BPM-K BP estimated using PTT and Moens - Korteweg non-linear model
bpm heartbeats per minute
CVD cardiovascular disease
DBP diastolic blood pressure
ECG electrocardiogram
fMRI functional magnetic resonance imaging
HR heart rate
HRACM1 HR measured by ACM chest sensor
HRACM2 HR measured by ACM neck sensor
HRIBP HR measured by intra-arterial catheter
HRFIN HR measured by Finometer
HV hyperventilation
IBP invasive blood pressure measurement
MAP mean arterial pressure
MEG magnetoencephalography
MREG magnetic resonance encephalography
MRI magnetic resonance imaging
NIBP non-invasive methods of blood pressure monitoring
P1 – P5 pulse components in Pulse Decomposition Analysis
PDA Pulse Decomposition Analysis
PPG photoplethysmogram
PTT Pulse Transit Time
PWV Pulse Wave Velocity
r Pearson’s correlation coefficient
SBP systolic blood pressure
SD standard deviation
SG Savitzky-Golay filter
T13 time delay between the systolic and the iliac peak
d distance between sensors
E Young’s modulus describing the elasticity of the arterial wall
E0 zero pressure modulus
h vessel wall thickness
P pressure
r0 inner radius of the vessel
α vessel-dependent constant
ρ blood density
1. INTRODUCTION
Blood pressure (BP) is  an important indicator of heart  and vessel condition. It  is  an
essential element of every health monitoring system, since it may provide an
important knowledge about patient’s state and alarm about increased risk of
developing a heart attack, stroke and other complications. For prevention and early
diagnosis of hypertension and its associated complication, it is imperative to monitor
and evaluate BP and its changes over time accurately and continuously [1].
Commonly available methods used in medical practice are based on catherization
(continuous and reliable absolute BP value, but invasive solution) and
sphygmomanometry (noninvasive, but cumbersome and provide intermittent
readings), which means that they limit the quality of life of the patients and cannot be
used 24 hours a day. There is a clear demand on user-friendly non-invasive BP
monitoring device for various application areas. In particular, a continuous long-term
BP monitoring method would give more comprehensive and reliable information
about subject’s health by enabling doctors to observe patients’ BP changes in relation
to physical and mental stress during a longer period of time. In addition, such device
could be used in various clinical monitoring and medical research areas, for instance
to study effects of medicines or cerebral autoregulation studies [2]. In brain research,
understanding brain function in relation to BP more deeply is as well of great interest
[3-7]. Moreover, blood flow-related dynamics in the brain are still relatively little
examined,  which  is  why they  are  now attracting  the  attention  of  developers  of  new
measurement methods [8, 9].
In  this  thesis,  the  sensors  for  non-invasive  continuous  Pulse  Transit  Time  (PTT)
measurement were tested together with three mathematical models enabling
estimation of BP from PTT. Setup with fiber optics based accelerometers used for
measurements was developed at the University of Oulu [10]. It enables measurement
of  PTT,  and  thus  indirect  estimation  of  BP.  PTT to  BP conversion  was  done  using
three different models, obtained from the professional literature: linear model,
Moens-Korteweg model and Gesche model. To evaluate the models, results were
compared with the reference BP values, recorded simultaneously using approved
devices. Results for all three models are shown in a study.
Structure  of  the  thesis  consists  of  following  elements.  Chapter  2  includes
description of motivation for the study and background, where the basic information
about cardiovascular system and BP are described . In Chapter 3, various techniques
for measuring BP are presented, for instance catherization, and volume-clamp
method. Basics of PTT utilization for BP estimation is introduced in this chapter as
well. Description of measurement methods, signal processing methods and data
analysis is presented in Chapter 4. These models are originally presented in literature
[10-14] and here I evaluate feasibility of the models for continuous BP
measurements. Chapter 5 contains results of the study, illustrated with exemplary
plots. Observations and discussion are described in Chapter 6, and the conclusions on
the study output is presented in Chapter 7. Final chapter includes also possible
prospects of the tested method and suggested improvements.
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2. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are disorders of the heart and blood vessels.
According to 2012 study conducted by World Health Organization, CVDs cause
31% of the deaths worldwide [15]. It is approximately 17.5 million people, which
makes this group of disorders number one cause of death globally: more people die
annually from CVDs than from any other cause. Therefore, researching and
improving new methods of cardiovascular health assessment is of vital importance,
as they can serve in CVDs prevention.
One of the key factors used in determining cardiovascular performance is blood
pressure. In order to evaluate adequacy of various BP measurement methods, it is
necessary to understand the underlying physiology of the human organism. Next
sections contain basic information about cardiovascular system and blood pressure.
2.1. The cardiovascular system
In order to enable better understanding of the topic, engineers often explain the
structure of the cardiovascular system in terms of fluid mechanics. Following this
approach, the working principle of the circulatory system can be described as
a closed-loop hydraulic system [16]. It consists of the contracting heart serving as a
pump, and vessels working as elastic pipelines that carry blood from the heart
throughout the body. Simplified model of the human circulatory system is shown on
Figure 1:
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Figure 1. Simplified model of the human circulatory system [16].
Heart is divided into four chambers: the upper chambers are called atria, and the
lower chambers are called ventricles.  Blood low in oxygen return to the heart  from
the systemic circulation, enters the right atrium, then it is passed to the right
ventricle. As next it is pumped into the pulmonary circulation, through the lungs
where it receives oxygen and gives off carbon dioxide. Oxygenated blood returns to
the left atrium and afterwards to left ventricle. From there it is ejected to the systemic
circulation, where the oxygen is used and metabolized to carbon dioxide [17]. Four
valves prevent backflow between the respective chambers and vessels.
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Activity of the heart can be described with the amount of beats per minute (bpm),
with the optimal heart  rate (HR) of a healthy adult  of approximately 60 to 90 bpm.
Repeated, rhythmic contracting and relaxing guarantees blood motion through
the vessels and create enough force to push blood through the major arteries, into
the smaller arteries, and finally into the capillaries, where the porous walls allow
the fluid exchange between blood and body tissue [18]. Circulating blood provides
transportation and communication system between the body's cells and serves to
maintain a relatively stable internal environment for optimum cellular activity [19].
2.2. Blood pressure
Term blood pressure refers to the force exerted by circulating blood on the walls of
blood vessels [20]. It is usually used to indicate the arterial pressure (AP), due to the
fact, that they are the vessels where the pressure is measured. BP values are reported
in millimeters of mercury (mmHg).
2.2.1. Systolic and diastolic pressures
Due  to  the  beating  mechanism  of  the  heart,  AP  is  not  a  single  value,  but  it  varies
between systolic and diastolic pressures. Systolic pressure (SBP) is the peak
pressure, which occurs near the beginning of the cardiac cycle when the heart
contracts and pushes the blood out. Diastolic pressure (DBP) is the minimum
pressure in arteries, which occurs before the next contraction as the heart relaxes and
blood fills in.
SBP and DBP levels vary from one heartbeat to another and throughout the day.
They also change in response to stress, nutritional factors, drugs, disease and exercise
[20]. Limits defining healthy level of BP are presented in Table 1, although it should
be noted that values might slightly vary for different age range. If the pressure values
exceed accepted limits, it is defined as hypertension (AP too high) or hypotension
(AP too low).
Table 1 Classification of BP for adults [20].
Category SBP [mmHg] DBP [mmHg]
Hypotension < 90 < 60
Normal 90-119 and 60 - 79
Prehypertension 120 - 139 or 80 - 89
Stage 1 hypertension 140 – 159 or 90 - 99
Stage 2 hypertension ≥ 160 or ≥ 100
 Another commonly used parameter is mean arterial pressure (MAP). It can be
calculated using SDB and DBP values, as shown in Formula (1):
3
2 DBPSBP=MAP √∗ , (1)
MAP is an estimation of average pressure forcing blood through the circulatory
system. Its normal level varies from 96 to 100 mmHg.
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2.2.2. Central and peripheral blood pressure
An important observation on BP is that its value varies significantly when measured
in different sites of the arterial tree. It happens because the structure of the arterial
walls differs between the central and the peripheral arteries. Central arteries
(e.g. aorta) consist of more elastic fibers. Peripheral arteries (e.g. brachial, radial
artery) are built of muscle cells and they tend to lose elasticity with aging. When the
pressure wave travels from the heart down the arterial tree, it is reflected at any
discontinuity of the arterial wall. As a result, the pressure waveform is the sum of a
forward travelling waveform generated by left ventricular ejection and a backward
travelling wave, the ‘echo’ of the  incident wave, reflected at peripheral sites [21].
Because of the transmission of the pressure wave together with reflections, SBP can
rise even for 10 – 14 mmHg when moving from the aorta to the brachial artery [21].
This effect is so-called ‘pressure wave amplification’. The scope of the changes
between the central  BP and the peripheral  BP depends partly on the stiffness of the
arteries. Schematic representation of the BP level changes along the arterial tree is
shown on Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Example of BP level changes along arterial tree.
In clinical practice, the most commonly used methods for BP measurement are
based on brachial artery occlusion, which can only measure peripheral BP (Section
3.2.1). However, the heart needs to pump against the aortic pressure, and thus central
BP is more closely related to the pathophysiology of cardiovascular disease then
peripheral BP. Because of pressure amplification effect, brachial BP cannot be
considered as the perfect surrogate for central BP.
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3. TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING BLOOD PRESSURE
There are various techniques for measuring BP, but still the only non-invasive
method considered as a ‘gold standard’ is auscultatory measurement with mercury
sphygmomanometer [22]. Because of its numerous drawbacks, other methods are
researched and tested. Classification of basic solutions in the field is presented on
Figure 3 and their description is presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
BLOOD PRESSURE MEASURING METHODS
INVASIVE NON-INVASIVE
Extravascular Intravascular
Sphygmomanometry
Palpatory Auscultatory Oscillometric
TonometryVolume
clamp
Pulse
Decomposition
Analysis
Pulse Transit
Time
Figure 3. Classification of BP measuring methods.
3.1. Invasive BP measurement
Invasive methods of measuring BP involves insertion of a fluid-filled catheter
(a  flexible  tube)  and  a  pressure  sensor  inside  of  the  artery.  The  most  common sites
are brachial and radial arteries but also other sites can be used e.g. femoral artery.
Depending on the sensor placement, invasive systems can be divide into
extravascular and intravascular.
1. Extravascular:
The sensor is located behind the catheter and the vascular pressure is transmitted
via this liquid-filled catheter.
2. Intra-vascular
The sensor is located in the tip of the catheter. This way the hydraulic connection
is replaced with an electrical or optical connection
With the catheter BP can be measured continuously in real time and the method
provides high quality result. However, this method has major drawbacks, which are
significantly limiting its use. Insertion of the catheter is painful for the patient and
requires auspices of the skilled medical staff, which additionally increases the
procedural time and cost of the method. Invasive nature of the measurement implies
high risk of hemorrhage, infection, blood clotting, embolism and a certain percent of
mortality [19]. Furthermore, discomfort and anxiety of the patient due to the
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placement of the catheter could raise the BP, giving readings that are not truly
representative of the patient’s condition [23]. Thus, invasive BP measurement (IBP)
can only be justified in a limited number of cases. Non-invasive methods of BP
monitoring  (NIBP)  were  developed  as  an  alternative,  which  allows  to  use  safe  BP
monitoring in wide spectrum of applications, including routine screening procedures,
research and home use.
3.2. Noninvasive techniques
NIBP measurement methods were developed as an alternative for IBP. The aim is to
perform safe BP monitoring in wide spectrum of applications, including routine
screening procedures, research and home use. However, non-invasive methods
require indirect measurement of BP level, which challenges the researchers to design
a method of high accuracy of the result.
3.2.1. Sphygmomanometry
Since XIX century, the most common methods of BP measurement are based on the
occlusion of an artery. First sphygmomanometer (‘sphygmo’ – ‘pulse’ in Greek) with
a brachial cuff, was introduced by Scipione Riva-Rocci. In his invention an inflatable
elastic band (cuff) was wrapped around patient’s arm and a glass manometer filled
with mercury was connected to measure the cuff pressure.
Sphygmanometric measurement can be palpatory, auscultatory or oscillometric,
depending on how they determine the pressure values. They are based on the same
principle: to occlude an artery, measure the counterpressure and observe how it
affects the characteristics of the blood flow in the artery [18].
Currently, because of toxic properties of mercury, the measurement of the pressure
being actually applied to a brachial cuff is performed by either a mechanical
transmission of the pressure to a circular scale (aneroid sphygmomanometer), or
electronic pressure gauges (hybrid sphygmomanometer) [24].  However, mercury
manometers still often serve as a golden standard in laboratories and hospitals.
PALPATORY METHOD
Riva – Roccis method allowed for easy and non-invasive measurement of systolic
blood pressure. The measurement principles are following:
1. Cuff is placed on the patient’s upper arm and filled with the air until the blood
flow is entirely occluded.
2. During the slow deflation of the cuff, the artery is palpated until the pulse is
felt  again.  In  this  moment,  cuff  pressure  coincides  with  the  systolic  blood
pressure.
Palpatory method can be inaccurate and requires experienced examiner.
AUSCULTATORY METHOD
Important limitation of palpatory method is that it could be used only for the SBP
sensing. Thus, Riva-Roccis device was later combined with the findings of Nikolai
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Korotkoff. Korotkoff observed, that by listening at the sounds generated by the
arteries with a stethoscope one could determine specific blood flowing sounds
occurring at different cuff pressures [24]. These two inventions established the basics
of so-called auscultatory technique of BP measurement. The principle of this method
is simple and is still applied in modern devices.
1. A stethoscope is placed over the artery below the cuff. No sound is audible
when the blood flow is undistracted.
2.  Cuff  is  filled  with  the  air  until  the  blood  flow  is  entirely  occluded.  Cuff
pressure is higher than the patient's systolic BP and there is no sound audible.
3. The brachial cuff is gradually deflated, until a first sound is heard at the
stethoscope. Cuff pressure is then associated to the systolic pressure.
4. Deflating of the cuff continues, until any sound completely disappears from the
stethoscope. Corresponding pressure is then associated to the diastolic pressure
[24]. When the cuff pressure drops below diastolic pressure, the blood flow
become undistracted again and no audible sound is produced.
Auscultatory method is highly dependent on the human examiner and his ability to
detect and distinguish sounds.
 OSCILLOMETRIC METHOD
Another occlusion measurement technique, which is fully automated, is
oscillometric method. Instead of listening to the Korotkoff sounds, oscillometric
devices are sensing tiny oscillations indicating the pulsatile blood volume in the
artery [25]:
1. An electronic pressure sensor is fitted inside the cuff to detect magnitude of
cuff pressure oscillations.
2. Cuff is filled with the air until the pressure exceeds systolic blood pressure.
Cuff  pressure  vary  periodically  (oscillates)  in  synchrony  with  the  cyclic
expansion and contraction of the brachial artery.
3. The brachial cuff is gradually deflated. The cuff pressure, which cause an
increased amplitude of oscillation are associated with SBP value.
4. Deflating of the cuff continues. Oscillation with the greatest amplitude has
been shown to correspond reliably with MAP.
5. DBP value is associated with the point when oscillations level off.
The oscillation method can reliably determine only mean arterial pressure. SBP and
DBP values are later estimated by using the empirical protocols, and often are less
accurate than in auscultatory measures. SBP tends to be overestimated and DBP
underestimated [18].
Occlusive methods of BP measurement are non-invasive and suitable for many
clinical uses. To improve the performance and enable home monitoring, systems are
automated, so that they do not require constant supervision and reduce error coming
from human operator. Since huge errors may result from too slow/too fast cuff
deflation, automatically operated cuffs has been developed, with electrical pump and
valve. In auscultatory method e.g. the microphone can be used, replacing human ear.
However, there are important drawbacks, that cannot be overcome. All occlusive
methods are intermittent: single determination of BP can take entire minute to obtain
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and the pause of 20 minutes between the measures is recommended, so that the
circulation  under  cuff  return  to  normal  [24].  Therefore,  short-term  changes  in  BP
cannot be detected. Furthermore, the inflation of the cuff always causes discomfort
of the patient, which may produce pain and contribute to the patient’s stress level. It
results  also  in  alterations  of  the  BP.  These  problems  are  important  e.g.  when
investigating BP fluctuations during sleep [14].
3.2.2. Volume clamp method
Currently the most commonly used continuously monitoring solution is volume
clamp method, invented by Jan Peňáz in 1973 [26]. It requires using
photoplethysmogram (PPG) sensor placed inside the transparent cuff, while the cuff
is attached around the finger and connected to the pressure controller.
Photoplethysmographic sensors enable measurement of blood volume alterations.
The controller unit (servo mechanism) is used to adjust the cuff pressure, such that
the blood volume in the finger will be constant. Then, the cuff pressure will represent
the actual arterial pressure. The system automatically corrected changes induced by
smooth muscle contractions or relaxations [27]. This technique is also known as a
vascular unloading. Commercial adaptations of this solutions can be found in
FinapresTM, FinometerTM and PortapresTM  devices by Finapres Medical Systems.
Although the volume clamp enables continuous and non-invasive monitoring of
BP with acceptable accuracy, it is also based on using a pneumatic cuff, which is
causing the discomfort of the patient by constant press on the finger and can
compromise the circulation. Peripheral vasomotor changes also cause error, primarily
affecting systolic readings [28, 29]. If the cuff is applied incorrectly, calibration
problems may occur, and no clearly defined method exists for determining the
accuracy of cuff adjustment [30].
3.2.3. Tonometry
Applanation tonometry is a method introduced by Gerald Pressman and Peter
Newgard in 1963. It consists of a probing element (transducer or rigid sensor array),
which is attached on the skin above the pulsating artery, and an inflatable cuff. It can
be used on any artery with a sufficient support of the bone, usually radial artery [27].
Setup measures blood pressure alterations by pressing (but not occluding) the artery
against bone using a cuff. Skin and tissue transfer pressure pulsations to the probe.
The vessel flattens when the pressure and, consequently, the force against the artery
wall increases. The cuff pressure is adjusted to maintain the flattened shape of the
artery, with the wall tension perpendicular to the probe [25].  Arterial pressure in the
top of the flattened artery’s center equals the supporting pressure, allowing the
recording of a pressure waveform.
Although the relative shape of the tonometric waveform is generally considered
similar to catheter, the absolute blood pressure is hard to determine and it has to be
calibrated with initial BP values obtained using independent technique (e.g. cuff
sphygmomanometry) [30]. Except of the calibration problems, errors can appear also
due to difficulties with accurate and reproducible sensor positioning. Wrist
movements and tendons are a source of artifacts and measurement inaccuracies.
Another limitation of this method is its relatively high cost and the measurement of
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the peripheral circulation, which has different pressures from more centrally-located
sites (as described in Section 2.2.2).
3.2.4. Pulse Decomposition analysis
One of the attempts to non-invasive continuous blood pressure monitoring is Pulse
Decomposition Analysis. It was introduced in a commercial system called CareTaker
(Empirical Technologies Corporation, Charlottesville, Virginia). This solution
consist of three basic components: a finger cuff that couples to an arterial pressure
point, a pressure line that pneumatically telemeters the pulsations, and a piezo-
electric pressure sensor that converts the pressure pulsations into a voltage signal
[31].  The  BP  is  detected  with  the  Pulse  Decomposition  Analysis  (PDA)  algorithm
from the voltage signal. PDAs premise is that the peripheral arterial pressure pulse is
a superposition of five individual component pressure pulses that are due to the left
ventricular ejection and reflections and re-reflections from only two reflection sites
within the central arteries [32]. PDA principles are sketched in Figure 4:
P1
P2
T13
#1
#2
#3
Time
#1
#2
#3
Thoracic aorta
Renal arteries
Iliac arteries
a) b)
Figure 4. PDA principles: a) pulse components, b) reflection sites.
There are three component pulses of interest:
- primary pulse (P1), which originates directly from the left ventricular ejection,
- second systolic pulse (P2), that arrives subsequently to the primary pulse and
originates at the junction between thoracic and abdominal aorta (renal
reflection),
- tertiary pulse (P3), which is a reflection of the primary pulse that originates at
the site where the abdominal aorta bifurcates into the iliac arteries [33].
In  sufficiently  long  cardiac  cycles  two  additional  components  (P4,  P5)  can  be
observed in the tail end of radial or digital arterial pulse [34].
The algorithm to calculate the BP consists of four components: a peak finder that
identifies heartbeats in the data, a differentiator that produces the second derivative,
an integrator that generates the integrated pulse wave form from which relative
component pulse amplitudes are determined, and a low-pass filter that allows
identification of the primary systolic peak. Once the locations of the reflection
component pulses and the systolic peak are identified, the T13 interval is calculated.
The T13 is the time delay between the systolic (P1) and the iliac (P3) peak. The
P2/P1 ratio is calculated using the amplitudes of the P2 peak and the systolic peak, in
the integrated pulse spectrum. The T13 and P2/P1 are important parameters in
tracking the changes in BP [31].
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3.2.5. Pulse Transit Time and Pulse Wave Velocity
Pulse Transit Time is the time between two pulse waves propagating on the same
cardiac cycle from two separate arterial sites. It can be used to calculate Pulse Wave
Velocity, since:
PTT
d=PWV , (2)
where  is the distance between two measurement points. PWV has been widely used
for  the  estimation  of  arterial  stiffness  and  has  been  proposed  for  BP  estimation  as
well.  It  is  assumed that  PTT is  inversely  related  to  BP,  since  with   increasing   BP,
increasing  distending  pressure  and  decreasing  arterial compliance,  PWV rise and
thus PTT shortens [35, 36].
Although in this method PTT cannot be used for the measurement of BP absolute
values, its short-term changes can be estimated [35, 37-39]. Commonly, such
measurements are performed by using electrocardiography (ECG) and
photoplethysmography (PPG) signal, which is usually measured from the fingertip
(Figure 5). However, the PTT can be measured also using other sensors and sensor
placements.
Figure 5. Measuring PTT using ECG and PPG sensors.
PWV-based technique provides the best trade-off between clinical and ambulatory
compliances [24]. It would be fully exploited, if PWV would be measured along
central elastic arteries, where no vasomotion phenomenon exists. In method tested in
this study attempts are to obtain PWV of central arteries, which would benefit in the
development of a noninvasive and non-occlusive BP measurement technique.
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4. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND SIGNAL ANALYSIS
4.1. PTT measurement utilizing optomechanical accelerometers
In this study, PTT measurement was performed using optomechanical
accelerometers (ACMs) [10, 40, 41] This technique was developed by researchers
from Optoelectronics and Measurement Techniques research unit (University of
Oulu)  as  a  part  of  a  multimodal  setup,  which  enables  monitoring  of  various
physiological functions simultaneously and in non-invasive manner. Aim of this
setup is to observe, how physiological functions are connected to brain activity.
Existing cuff-based methods are not suitable for long-term monitoring, as described
in  Section  3.2.1.  However,  in  the  correlation  analysis  of  physiological  signals,  of
interest are fluctuations of the signals and different variables rather than the absolute
values.  Thus,  continuous  measure  of  oscillations  of  BP  is  sufficient,  which  can  be
done using ACMs and PTT method (Section 3.2.5).
4.1.1. Hardware
The ACM sensor  consists  of  two static  optical  fibers:  one  serving  as  a  light  source
and the other as a light sensor. Fibers are attached to a cantilever and light is aimed at
the free end of the cantilever [10]. Fibers are placed in a PolyOxyMethylene plastic
box that measures 41 mm x 28 mm x 15 mm. Cantilever is made of brass foil, and its
size is 18 mm x 5 mm x 0.05 mm. Sensors scheme is shown on Figure 6:
Figure 6. ACM sensor with two optical fibers at the left side and the cantilever on the
right side.
At each heartbeat, blood is forced through the peripheral vessels, constantly changing
their diameter. This corresponds to tiny movements of the skin, especially near the
arteries. ACM sensor is attached tightly to the skin and the acceleration caused by the
heartbeat bends the cantilever. Deformation of the cantilever causes a deflection of
the  beam,  which  changes  the  amount  of  reflected  light.  The  output  voltage  is
proportional  to  the  intensity  of  the  reflected  light.  As  no  mirrors  or  prisms  are
required, the structure of the sensor is simple and affordable.
Expected bandwidth of interest is between 15 Hz and 35 Hz [10]. Resonance
frequency of the fabricated ACM is equal to 58Hz, which is sufficiently high for the
application, since it should be well above this bandwidth.
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4.1.2. Measurement method
ACMs are placed on the chest  and on the neck of the patient.  They are sensitive to
blood pulsation and thus enable to estimate heart rate and transit time between pulse
appearances in these two placements (Figure 7).
Figure 7. ACM sensor placement.
 The relationship between PTT, PWV and BP has been described in Section 3.2.5
Because of placing both sensors in the central part of the body, a common problem
of measuring peripheral BP values is avoided (see Section 2.2.2).
Sampling frequency used for ACM signals is 10kHz. Signals are stored in multiple
.lvm files, each file containing consequent part of the recording. .lvm files can be
directly imported to MATLAB.
4.2. Signal analysis
Signal processing procedures were performed using MATLAB Mathworks software.
4.2.1. ACM signal filtering
As it was described in Section 4.1.1, raw ACM signal consists of heartbeat
acceleration frequency components (between 15 and 35 Hz) and sensor’s resonance
frequency at 58Hz. During the recording with IBP (Test I, Section 5.1.1), raw signals
were automatically filtered by LabView software, and thus available signals were
already limited to the bandwidth of interest. However, during the recording with
Finometer (Test II, Section 5.2.1) full bandwidth was recorded. In this case, in order
to enable precise peak detection for every heartbeat, raw signal was bandpass-filtered
with Butterworth filter of bandwidth 15Hz – 35 Hz. Magnitude response of a filter is
shown on Figure 8:
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Figure 8. Magnitude response of a Butterworth filter used to filter ACM signals
during Test II.
Single cardiac cycle before and after filtering is shown on Figure 9 (left). Spectra of
these sequences are shown on the right.
Figure 9. One cardiac cycle detected by ACM1 sensor and corresponding spectrum:
unfiltered signal (top), band-pass filtered signal (bottom)
4.2.2. ACM peak detection
To calculate PTT between pulses detected in two locations, it is necessary to
determine exact time of systolic peak appearance in both locations. ACM sensors are
placed relatively close to each other; thus, it is important to achieve proper accuracy.
For each cardiac cycle, sensors detect two pulsations (systolic and diastolic) which
have almost similar shape. Diastolic peak usually has smaller amplitude, but it would
be anyway detected as a local minimum. Thus, at the first step of peak detection, the
matched filtering was used.
At the beginning of the filtering, part  of the signal serving as a template must be
defined. Template should include systolic peak and diastolic peak, as shown on
Figure 10. In order to achieve better accuracy, template was chosen individually for
each set of data.
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Figure 10. Pulse complex template, used as an input of matched filter.
The impulse response of the matched filter is derived from the template selected. The
output of the filter (Figure 11b) shows maximum values when the beginning of a
complex was detected (Figure 11a).
Figure 11. The result of matched filtering: beginning of each detected complex
(green marker, a)), output of the filter with maximum values when the beginning of a
complex was detected (red markers, b)).
When each cardiac cycle was found, it is easy to find local maxima/minima within
fixed time window with proper thresholding. Figure 12 shows four cardiac cycles
detected  in  ACM  signal.  Red  markers  shows  the  moment  of  opening  of  the  aortic
valve [10].
a)
b)
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Figure 12. ACM signal with detected systolic peaks.
Heart rate was calculated for each signal, since it helps to detect errors and other
abnormalities. On Figure 13 HR calculated using heartbeats detected in ACM signal
is presented. Signal was recorded during breath holding task and it is clearly visible
how HR drops at the beginning of each breath holding phase.
Figure 13. HR calculated using heartbeats detected in ACM signal.
4.2.3. Peak detection in signal recorded by Finometer and IBP
Due to the clear structure of signals recorded by both Finometer and IBP, the peak
detection algorithm was rather straightforward. In these signals, at first all local
maxima were founded and then filtered using amplitude thresholding. Maxima
detected for each cardiac cycle gave direct information on SBP. Two cardiac cycles
detected in Finometer signal are shown on Figure 14, with systolic peaks marked
with red dots.
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Figure 14. Finometer signal with detected systolic peaks.
With the information about consequent peaks timing it was possible to calculate
heart rate, which was later compared with ACM heart rate.
4.2.4. Pulse Transit Time calculation
Signal from the neck (ACM2) was more vulnerable to be corrupted with noise,
because  the  sensor  was  placed  on  soft  tissue  and  might  record  skin  vibrations  not
connected to blood pulsations. Second sensor placement – on the sternum (ACM1) -
is more rigid. Thus, ACM1 was chosen to be treated as a reference.
To calculate PTT value, peaks in ACM2 signal corresponding to systolic peaks
detected in ACM1 were founded by defining proper time window, as shown on
Figure 15:
Figure 15. ACM1 and window for searching corresponding systolic peak in ACM2.
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4.3. Data analysis and statistical methods
One of the challenges of the PTT- based method is modelling of the relation between
measured PTT values and corresponding BP levels. In this study, three approaches to
the problem were tested. Models are described in Section 4.3.1. Evaluation of
models’ performance was done using tools described in Section 4.3.2.
4.3.1. PTT-BP conversion models
Three mathematical models of converting PTT to BP were tested:
Model I: Linear regression
Relation between PTT and BP was modeled using standard linear regression to fit
a linear function [11]:
baxy ∗< , (3)
In the analyzed case, the function was expressed as:
bPTTaBP ∗√<1 , (4)
Model coefficients were found using a least-squares fit. Data pairs for each patient
were modeled individually.
Model II: Non-linear Moens and Korteweg model
In 1878 Moens and Korteweg derived a mathematical expression for the velocity of
the  pulse  front  traveling  along  an  artery  as  a  function  of  vessel  and  fluid
characteristics [12, 13]:
ρr
Eh=PWV
√√
√
02
 , (5)
Where PWV – pulse wave velocity, ρ is the blood density, r0 is  the  inner  radius  of
the vessel, h is the vessel wall thickness, and E stands for Young’s modulus
describing the elasticity of the arterial wall. Young’s modulus E is not a constant, but
it is pressure-dependent. The relationship is of the form:
PeE=E √√ 0 , (6)
where E0 is the zero pressure modulus, α is a constant that depends on the vessel and
P is pressure. Thus, relation between PWV and BP can be expressed as:
ρr
eEh=PWV
BP
√√
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0
0
2

, (7)
Thus:
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As explained in Section 3.2.5, PWV is defined as:
PTT
d=PWV , (9)
where d is the distance between two measurement points. It can be assumed that d
and E0 remains constant and that ρ, r, and h show  only  small  changes  [42],  and
following the method shown in [10], the relation can be expressed as:
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Model III: Nonlinear model by Gesche et.al
3rd approach tested in this study was model presented in 2012 by Heiko Gesche et.al.
[14].  In  this  model,  PTT  to  BP  conversion  is  quasi-linear  for  low  BP  values,  but
increase exponentially at higher pressures. Main function used in this model is:
∋ (ζ | ζ | ζ |III
II
m
I
PWVm mPWVmePWVmBP 5313 42 ,√∗√√<
√ ,              (11)
Parameters m1–m5 were estimated using least-square method. Segments I and II were
analyzed separately, then they were added and segment III was searched. PWV was
defined by formula (9), with the distance d arbitrarly defined as 20 cm.
4.3.2. Analysis tools
In all three tests, data pairs for each patient were modeled individually. Obtained
results were compared with reference BP values using Pearson’s correlation
coefficient and Bland – Altman plot. These tools were chosen due to its common use
in the literature in the field of NIBP measurements.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient is used to measure linear dependence between
two values.  It  is  suitable for the experiment presented in this study, since the errors
effecting from improper initial BP level do not affect the result of comparison. The
significance level used in this study was p<0.005.
Second tool used for comparison was Bland-Altman plot. In this method, the mean
value calculated from corresponding BP values obtained from both methods is
plotted against the corresponding difference of the mean BP minus the BPACM. The
agreement limits were defined by mean ± 1.96 of the standard deviation (SD) of the
differences. This graphical representation helps to assess the disagreement between
the two measures.
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5. RESULTS
To evaluate the three BP estimation models it was necessary to conduct
measurements with the reference method. Standard occlusion methods are easily
accessible, but the BP value is measured only once in few minutes and thus it was
insufficient  in  this  study.  However,  it  was  possible  to  obtain  BP  values  measured
using two reference techniques. One group of measurement session included invasive
method of measuring BP (IBP, see Section 3.1) recorded simultaneously with ACM
signals. Second group of sessions included monitoring with commercial device:
Finometer™ (FMS, Finapres Measurement Systems, Arnhem, Netherlands), which is
utilizing volume-clamp method measurement method (see Section 3.2.2). These
measurements were also simultaneous with ACM recording.
5.1. Test I: Comparison with invasive BP measurement
IBP data used in this section are part of the study run by researchers from OPEM unit
(University of Oulu) and OFNI group (Oulu University Hospital). Data were
collected in 2014 during the blood-brain barrier disruption (BBBD) procedure, which
was conducted at the Oulu University Hospital. Prior to the procedure, each patient
signed an informed consent to use the data for study and research purposes. The
study was carried out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved
by the Ethical Committee of Northern Ostrobothnia Hospital District, Oulu
University Hospital (number 5/2014).
5.1.1. Measurements
Eight  sets  of  ACM  and  IBP  data  are  used  in  this  study,  collected  during  separate
procedures from four different patients. Information about patients’ characteristics, is
shown in Table 2:
Table 2. Patients' characteristics
# Gender M/F Age
1
M 6123
4
5 F 20
6 M 647
8 F 68
ACM  sensors  were  placed  on  patient’s  chest  (ACM1)  and  neck  (ACM2).  IBP
signal was measured by intra-arterial catheter, placed in femoral artery (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. ACM and IBP sensor placement.
Results for each method were recorded using separate system, and thus manual
synchronization was needed for all of the measurements. ACM signals were recorded
with sampling frequency equal to 10kHz, while IBP signals were recorded using
commercial device with sampling frequency 300 Hz.
5.1.2. Results
HR was used as an indicator of proper synchronization and correct peak detection. It
was assumed that high correlation between HRs means that corresponding peaks in
signals were founded correctly. Pearson’s correlation coefficients between HR
measured by ACM chest sensor (HRACM1) and intra-arterial catheter (HRIBP), and
between HR measured by ACM chest sensor (HRACM1), and ACM neck sensor
(HRACM2) were calculated for each measurement. Results are shown in Table 3:
Table 3. Pearson’s correlation coefficients between HRs.
#
Pearson’s r coefficient
HRACM1,
HRIBP
HRACM1,
HRACM-2
1 0.79 0.97
2 0.58 0.99
3 0.83 0.97
4 0.56 0.98
5 0.85 0.75
6 0.78 0.95
7 0.48 0.99
8 0.59 0.93
Average 0.6825 0.94125
One  of  the  challenges  of  data  analysis  in  Test  I  was  lack  of  automatic  signal
synchronization and huge difference between sampling frequency in compared
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measurements. Visual inspection was made in order to set possible delay between
signals with maximum accuracy. After that, correlation function was calculated to set
a definite level of delay. Thus, values presented in Table 3 are maximum correlation
coefficient that was possible to achieve. For a comparison between HRACM1 and
HRIBP these values vary between 0.48 and 0.85. Low correlation might be an effect
of different sampling frequencies and/or errors in ACM peak detection, since this
signal is very vulnerable to artifacts. It must be noted that incorrect peak finding in
ACM signal result in decrease of BP estimation.
Example of measured HR signals using separate sensors is shown on Figure 17:
Figure 17. HR detected with ACM1, ACM2 and IBP during measurement 3.
PTT was calculated between heartbeats detected using ACM1 and ACM2. Then, it
was used for BP estimation. Because of possible influence of motion artefacts.
physiological differences between 2 arterial sites and peak detection errors, PTT
signal and corresponding BPIBP curve were smoothed using 3rd order Savitzky-Golay
filter  (SG),  with  frame  length  51.  Example  of  raw  PTT  data  with  corresponding
smoothed curve are shown on Figure 18:
Figure 18. Raw PTT data and SG smoothed curve, measurement 5.
PTT signal  was  used  to  estimate  level  of  SBP using  three  mathematical  models,  as
described in Section 4.3. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between estimated values
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and corresponding invasively measured BP (BPI) was calculated separately for raw
data and SG smoothed data. Results for linear regression model (BPLIN), non-linear
model based on Moens and Korteweg publication (BPM-K) and nonlinear model
presented by Gesche (BPG) are shown in Table 4:
Table 4. Pearson’s correlation ceofficients between tested models and BPI.
Signal
length (s)
Number
of data
pairs
Pearson’s r coefficient
# BPLIN BPM-K BPG
raw SG raw SG raw SG
1 100 77 0.39 0.65 0.4 0.65 0.4 0.65
2 100 33 0.42 0.68 0.42 0.68 0.42 0.68
3 400 356 0.32 0.64 0.31 0.64 0.31 0.64
4 100 82 0.37 0.54 0.37 0.54 0.37 0.54
5 600 616 0.49 0.59 0.49 0.6 0.46 0.6
6 200 76 0.26 0.39 0.26 0.39 0.26 0.39
7 600 345 0.47 0.51 0.47 0.51 0.47 0.51
8 100 59 0.44 0.43 0.45 0.44 0.45 0.44
Average 275 205.5 0.4 0,55 0.4 0.56 0.39 0.56
Because of motion artifacts, present especially in ACM2 signal not every pulse
complex could be distinguished, e.g. in measurement 6 the signal had duration of 200
seconds, but only 76 pulse complexes were found. Although pulse complexes used
for PTT calculation in measurement 6 passed the selection, resulting correlation with
reference BP is still rather low for all tested models.
Model coefficients were founded separately for each of eight individual data sets
using least-squares method. Resulting best-fit curves are shown on Figure 19,
Figure 19. Best-fit curves generated for tested models: linear regression(a), non-
linear Moens - Korteweg model (b), non-linear Gesche model (c).
Example of estimated BP values using tested models and corresponding BPI signal is
shown on Figure 20:
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Figure 20. BP measured using IBP and estimated using PTT and three mathematical
models (measurement 5).
Bland-Altman analysis was performed for all three models. Resulting coefficients of
reproducibility are presented in Table 5:
Table 5. Bland- Altman’s coefficient of reproducibility for 3 tested models
Coefficient of reproducibility (mmHg)
# BPLIN BPM-K BPG
1 6.06 6.06 9.74
2 3.55 3.55 4.02
3 6.73 6.74 12.00
4 4.32 4.33 6.36
5 2.76 2.76 4.44
6 3.46 3.45 4.53
7 5.55 5.56 8.03
8 3.80 3.78 5.40
Average 4.53 4.53 6.81
Example of Bland-Altman plots obtained for one data sets using three models is
shown on Figure 21:
Figure 21. Bland-Altman plots generated for measurement 5 using tested models:
linear regression(a), non-linear Moens - Korteweg model (b), non-linear Gesche
model (c).
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All three models showed comparable results. Pearson’s correlation coefficients in
Test I varied between 0.26 and 0.49 for raw data and between 0.39 to 0.68 for SG
smoothed curves. It is surprisingly low result, although for Bland – Altman analysis
coefficients of reproducibility were much more promising: 2.76 – 6.73 mmHg for
linear model, 2.76 – 6.74 mmHg for Moens -Korteweg model and 4.02 – 12 mmHg
for Gesche model. It is interesting how complex Gesche model do not show
significant improvement in correlation coefficient r, with actually much poorer
performance in Bland – Altman analysis, when compared to other, much simple
models.
5.2. Test II: comparison with volume-clamp method
In second part of the study BP serving as a reference was measured using volume-
clamp method, utilized in commercially available Finometer™ (FMS, Finapres
Measurement Systems, Arnhem, Netherlands).
5.2.1. Measurements
Measurements described in this section were conducted in Oulu University Hospital.
There was only one, healthy subject, performing five different tasks. Tasks were
selected due to their influence on blood pressure. In each task subject was lying flat
on the bed. Sensors placement is shown on Figure 22:
Figure 22. ACM and Finometer sensor placement.
Both ACM signals and BP measured using Finometer (BPFIN) were recorded with
sampling frequency equal to 10kHz. They were recorded in synchrony and together
with other modalities visualized by Lab View software.
List of performed tasks and scheme of every task are shown in Table 6:
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Table 6. List of tasks performed during the measurement session.
# Task Duration (s) Scheme
1 Breath-hold 170
           - breath hold phase
2 Resting state 700
- normal breathing
3 Deep breathing 240
- slow, deep breathing
4 Blowing 270
            - blowing
5 Tilt 550
            - tilt
5.2.2. Results
Pearson’s correlation coefficients between HR measured by ACM chest sensor
(HRACM1) and Finometer (HRFIN), and between HR measured by ACM chest sensor
(HRACM1),  and  ACM neck  sensor  (HRACM2) were calculated for each measurement.
Results are shown in Table 7:
Table 7. Pearson’s correlation coefficients between HRs.
#
Pearson’s r coefficient
HRACM1,
HRFIN
HRACM1,
HRACM-2
1 0.98 0.99
2 0.94 0.99
3 0.98 0.99
4 0.95 0.99
5 0.91 0.98
Average 0.952 0.988
In HRs comparison made for Test II, the output correlation coefficients meet
expectations  –  for  all  tasks,  its  value  exceeds  0.9,  which  is  an  excellent  result.  HR
signals detected during Task 3 using separate sensors is shown on Figure 23. Deep
breathing phase can be clearly distinguished.
170 s
240 s
700 s
270 s
550 s
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Figure 23. HR detected with ACM1, ACM2 and Finometer during Task 3.
PTT signal and corresponding BPFIN curve were smoothed using 3rd order Savitzky-
Golay  filter  (SG),  with  frame  length  51.  Example  of  raw  PTT  data  with
corresponding smoothed curve are shown on Figure 24:
Figure 24. Raw PTT data and SG smoothed curve, Task 3.
Similarly  as  shown in  Section  5.1.2,  PTT signal  was  used  to  estimate  level  of  SBP
using three mathematical models. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between
estimated values and corresponding BP measured by Finometer (BPFIN) was
calculated separately for raw data and SG smoothed data. Results for linear
regression model (BPLIN), non-linear model based on Moens and Korteweg
publication (BPM-K) and nonlinear model presented by Gesche (BPG) are shown in
Table 8:
Table 8. Pearson’s correlation coefficients between tested models and BPFIN.
Signal
length (s)
Number
of data
pairs
Pearson’s r coefficient
# BPLIN BPM-K BPG
raw SG raw SG raw SG
1 170 174 0.31 0.62 0.31 0.61 0.32 0.61
2 700 692 0.3 0.43 0.3 0.44 0.31 0.44
3 250 268 0.25 0.6 0.24 0.6 0.21 0.59
4 260 245 0.13 0.46 0.14 0.46 0.12 0.45
5 600 539 0.23 0.48 0.22 0.48 0.22 0.45
Average 396 383.6 0.24 0.52 0.24 0.52 0.24 0.51
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Model coefficients were founded separately for each of eight individual data sets
using least-squares method. Resulting best-fit curves are shown on Figure 25:
Figure 25. Best-fit curves generated for tested models: linear regression(a), non-
linear Moens - Korteweg model (b), non-linear Gesche model (c).
Analysis of best-fit curves (Figure 19, Figure 25) might help to interpreted
similarities between results given by different models. It can be observed, that
despite of non-linear nature of models II and III, in the scope of obtained PTT values
the model is basically linear. Non-linearities are more significant for Test II,
however, the curves orientation in this test reveal positive relationship between PTT
and  BP.  It  is  not  only  opposite  to  the  results  from  Task  I,  but  also  contrary  to  the
theories presented in professional literature.
BP values estimated during Task 3 using tested models and corresponding BPFIN
signal is shown on Figure 26. Deep breathing phase is characterized by higher BP
amplitude changes.
Figure 26. BP measured using Finometer and estimated using PTT and three
mathematical models (Task 3).
Bland-Altman analysis was performed for all three models. Resulting coefficients of
reproducibility are presented in Table 9:
Table 9. Bland- Altman’s coefficient of reproducibility for 3 tested models
Coefficient of reproducibility (mmHg)
# BPLIN BPM-K BPG
1 19.6 19.4 25.66
2 16.71 16.65 20.61
3 16.78 16.81 20.69
4 30.03 30.06 34.05
5 17.18 17.58 32.57
Average 20.06 20.1 26.72
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Example of Bland-Altman plots obtained for one data sets using three models is
shown on Figure 27:
Figure 27. Bland-Altman plots generated for Task 3 using tested models: linear
regression(a), non-linear Moens - Korteweg model (b), non-linear Gesche model (c).
In Test II,  all  models show comparable correlation rate (0.13 to 32 for raw signals,
0.43 to 62 for SG smoothed signals), followed by poor levels of reproducibility
coefficients: 16.71 – 30.03 mmHg for linear model, 16.65 – 30.06 mmHg for Moens
– Korteweg model and 20.61 – 34.05 mmHg for Gesche model.
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6. DISCUSSION
Presented study shows that BP can be estimated from PTT using three calculation
models. Measurements were performed using two fiber optics based accelerometers.
Similar studies have been most commonly conducted using PPG and ECG sensors
used for PTT estimation [35, 43], and compared to BP measured by
sphygmomanometry [14, 44]. In this study the emphasis was placed on testing PTT-
based method for continuous, noninvasive and cuffless BP recording. Fiber optics
based accelerometers were developed in University of Oulu and one of their biggest
advantages is that they are fully compatible with other measurement techniques, in
particular, MRI and MEG, and do not require ECG measurement which can have
also limitations related to PTT measurements [40, 41]. This quality was already used
in  several  published  studies,  [3,  10],  in  which  ACMs  were  a  part  of  multimodal
setup.
In the related literature, the relation between PTT and BP was often reported as
linear [11, 35], although in a number of publications also more complex approaches
were developed [14]. In this study, three methods of BP-PTT relation modeling were
tested: linear regression, non-linear Moens and Korteweg model and non-linear
model by Gesche et.al. There were two sets of measurement data: one set was
recorded simultaneously with invasively measured BP (Test I), and the other with
Finometer (Test II). IBP and Finometer data were used as a reference, and
comparison of the tested method was made by calculating Pearson’s correlation
coefficient and Bland-Altman analysis.
It must be noted that in order to eventually validate the accuracy of the technique,
it  is  necessary to improve the quality of recorded signals.  Although it  is  possible to
do part of the work in post-processing, lot of the improvements could be in fact
applied during data collection. Data sets in Test I were collected in 2014 and at the
time no automatic synchronization between the signals were used, and thus the
manual synchronization in post-processing was needed. Undoubtedly, this solution is
not only time consuming, but also susceptible to errors. In addition, signals from
ACM2  were  rather  poor  quality  for  the  entire  Test  I  data  sets.  During  every
measurement  signal  from  ACM2  is  much  more  vulnerable  for  noise  than  ACM1,
since it is often transmitting skin vibration, as the neck is a softer spot than thorax.
Thus,  ACM2  sensor  require  very  careful  attachment,  which  would  ensure  the
heartbeat response with the highest amplitude. This however, was not possible during
the Test I. Most probable cause was some kind of fiber damage, and although later
both fiber and sensor were replaced, measurements dedicated for this study could not
be repeated.
Results  of  the  Test  I  and  Test  II  are  shown  in  Section  5.1.2  and  Section  5.2.2
respectively. It was expected, that non-linear models would give results much more
consistent with reference values. Surprisingly, both correlation test and Bland-
Altman analysis gave opposite outcome, with the best score coming from linear
model results. Nevertheless, in this study differences between models appear to be
relatively  small.  One  reason  of  that  could  be  limited  variation  of  BP values,  which
prevent of showing full spectrum of BP-PTT dependency for each subject. In Test II,
breathing tasks were used to induce change of BP, however, in few tasks it resulted
also in motion artifacts. It must be taken into account that there are significant
limitations of linear model, since it might assume negative PTT values for very high
BP as negative BP at higher PTT levels [35]. Despite of these drawbacks, linear
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model can be considered as suitable if border BP values are not expected and if
complicated, multi-point calibration is not possible.
Another result, which did not fully meet the expectations, is the orientation of best-
fit curves. Despite of the theoretical assumptions, two curves from Test I and all five
curves from Test II suggest positive relation between BP and PTT. In case of Test I it
might be considered as an error of different sources, e.g. patient might receive
vasoactive drugs before the measurement log has been started. It is also possible that
despite of the highest carefulness during the manual signal synchronization, some
sort of time lag was left and the signals are shifted, which would also explain slightly
lower correlation between HRACM1 and  HRIBP (average r=0.68) than between
HRACM1 and  HRACM2 (average r=0.94), see Table 3. Regarding Test II, positive
orientation of best-fit curves is difficult to explain, especially when taking into
account automatic synchronization of signals, excellent correlation of HRs (Table 7)
and satisfactory overall signal quality. Additional experiments should definitely be
performed in order to study the relation between PTT and BP. It might be important
to induce BP changes otherwise than by breathing tasks, e.g. experiments with cold
pressor test might be done. In the results presented in Test II, one subject performed
all the tasks. Thus, huge similarity between the best-fit curves is of great value, since
it suggests that in the future one calibration procedure will be enough to estimate
model coefficients for each subject. Curve for the last task is slightly different, since
in this task (‘Tilt’) whole body position has changed. It naturally suggests that the
influence of body position on PTT should be thoroughly investigated.
It is also important to emphasize, how different were reference methods in Test I
and  Test  II,  regarding  sensor  type  and  placement.  Since  BP  measurement  with  the
catheter can be considered as a golden standard in BP measurement, consistence in
Bland – Altman plot with relatively low coefficient of reproducibility in Test I might
serve as a proof of PTT-based methods usefulness, despite of the lower accuracy
when comparing to Finometer. It should be noted how different types of error can be
seen in both tests. Bland – Altman plot for Test I (Figure 21) reveals that Gesche’s
model  gives  slightly  underestimated  values  for  lower  mean  BP  values,  as  well  as
slightly  overestimated  values  of  BP  for  higher  mean  BP  (positive  trend).  Other
models do not have such clear trend and for all mean BP values we can see stable
level of reproducibility coefficient. However, in Test II, analysis of Bland – Altman
plot (Figure 27) results in different conclusions. Although trend for Gesche’s model
remains positive, both linear regression, non-linear Moens and Korteweg model have
strong negative trend. Together with high coefficient of reproducibility, it results in a
huge  dispersion  of  the  errors.  High  level  of  error  is  rather  unforeseen,  since  the
comparison of the predicted BP with the reference curve seem to be rather
satisfactory for the bare eye (Figure 26). Nevertheless, in Test II some level of
discrepancies between results could have been expected, since the Finometer sensor
was placed on the distant finger artery, whereas PTT was measured on the torso.
In order to improve the technique it is necessary to plan further hardware and
software improvements, followed by validation of the results. Thus, observations
presented in Test I in this study will be taken into account when planning the
measurements and during later data analysis. NIBP hardware is also constantly being
improved, and in future measurements the signal quality will be automatically
checked and signalized immediately after sensor attachment. Such solution will be
highly beneficial, since recording the data with the ICU patients is time consuming
and difficult to organize, and it is important to use this unique possibility to its best
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without the risk of recording poor quality data. In the future, it will be also useful to
improve filtering and peak detection, so that the system will be faster and more
automated, without the need of constant manual control. It would also open the way
to create real-time monitoring system, with all the benefits of such solution.
At present, the biggest advantage of the presented NIBP technique is its
compatibility with other modalities and ability to work continuously and non-
invasively. It encourages using the setup for research purposes, especially during
brain studies utilizing MRI or MEG. Several studies applying ACMs have already
been conducted, e.g. in [3] ACMs were used simultaneously with near-infrared
spectroscopy  (NIRS)  and  MEG,  whereas  in  [5]  and  [6]  ACMs  were  utilized  to
estimate vasomotor waves and compared with blood-oxygen-level dependent
imaging  in  MRI  scanner.  In  [7]  NIBP  was  combined  with  NIRS  and  ultrafast
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) as an experimental tool used for
glymphatic system studies. Glymphatic system is a functional waste clearance
pathway, which uses the cerebrospinal fluid to remove metabolic wastes and
neurotoxins from the brain along paravascular channels [45, 46]. Since the
cerebrospinal fluid flux is driven by arterial pulsation, CVS abnormalities might
affect brain waste clearance [7]. In the mentioned article, preliminary results on the
effect of BP variations on cerebral brain dynamics are shown (Figure 28). Signals
were recorded during breathing tasks. MREG (magnetic resonance encephalography)
is an ultrafast fMRI sequence utilized in the study.
Figure 28 In the anatomical images on the top the MREG component 47 is shown.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient between NIBP and MREG IC47 for BH task:
r=0.73, for HV task: r=0.48 [7].
Results obtained in the presented articles are very promising and suggest that the
fiber optic setup might be successfully adapted as one of the modalities in further
brain studies. Glymphatic system studies are planned to be continued and since it is a
relatively new concept, studies in that field are of vital interest of medical doctors
and researchers.
BREATH HOLD     HYPERVENTILATION
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7. CONCLUSION
PTT is an interesting factor, and its connection to various body functions is
constantly being explored. Conducted research are focusing on utilizing PTT in the
non-invasive BP measurement, similarly as it is done in the presented study. Due to
this fact, potential usability of non-invasive fiber optics based accelerometers as a
part of multimodal measurement setup appears to be fully justified.
Objective of this thesis was to compare three models of BP estimation from PTT,
which was measured using fiber optics based accelerometers. Tested models were:
linear regression, non-linear Moens and Korteweg model and non-linear model by
Gesche et.al. Estimated BP levels were compared with IBP and Finometer readings,
which were serving as a reference. The results provide preliminary information on
differences between models, as well as interesting observations concerning the
influence of choosing various referencing system in BP measurements. Although it
was not possible to undoubtedly indicate the best method for PTT-BP modelling,
thanks to this study it was possible to improve both the measurement technique
and the analysis method.
Obtained results suggest, that the presented calculation methods still require
further development in order to provide accurate BP values, however, can be used for
observation of BP oscillations for research purposes. Compatibility with MRI and
MEG environments appoints the potential of ACMs in brain research, which has
been already confirmed in several publications.
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